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1 

Describe the office skills needed within a Travel Management Company. 
 
Answer: 
Within a Travel Management Company there would be the need for administrators to ensure that 
they had good time management so that they are able to manage tasks to deadlines and 
prioritise tasks.  They would also need to make sure that they are able to satisfy the needs of the 
service level agreements that are in place. 
 
They would also need to carry out some key office tasks using office tools.  They would be 
expected to use email to communicate with people, they would also have to use the scanner, 
photocopier and telephone to ensure that there is an appropriate range of support activities 
completed.  Finally, they would also need to process payments using appropriate software. 

Test spec reference: 321 1.1 Total marks: 2 Marks 

 

2 

Explain the importance of good team work within a Travel Management Company, using 
examples where appropriate to demonstrate your understanding. 
 
Answer: 
Team work is an essential part of any business, however, in a Travel Management Company there 
is a need to work well as a team as often you will all be responsible for providing the service to 
the clients.  This might include dealing with more than one request at a time, ensuring that all 
service standards are met by sharing around the work load or ensuring that there is a clear 
hierarchy of support for clients.  For example, if working for American Express Travel Services 
there are teams of people who are allocated to contracts and between them, they are expected 
to ensure that all travel requests are met (they offer a 24/7 service) and that all support is co-
ordinated throughout the relationship.  This is managed by having some senior and junior 
positions throughout a team structure. 
 

Test spec reference: 321 2.2 Total marks: 4 Marks 
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3 

Explain the stages of the cold calling sales process for TMCs. 
 
Answer: 
Stages: initial cold call, first appointment, presenting to client 
1 mark for each stage with explanation 
 

Test spec reference: 322-2.1 Total marks: 2 Marks 

 

4 

Explain how Travel Management Companies use their reputation to generate new business. 
 
Answer: 
Word of mouth  
Social media 
 
References from existing clients and customers  
 
1 mark for any relevant example of how and 1 mark for explanation, for 2 marks x2 methods plus 
explanations 

Test spec reference: 322-2.2 Total marks: 4 Marks 

 

5 
Identify seven components of a customer profile (covering company and traveller details), explain 
how a Travel Management Company would use this information and analyse the advantages and 
disadvantages of using customer profiles when selling business travel products and services 
 
Answer: 
Travel Management Companies use detail about the company and the traveller to ensure that 
they are providing the right service.  The would look to use the following to best serve clients: 
 
Company details: 

 Details of the company travel policy 
 Conditions within the Service Level Agreements 
 The preferred routes 
 Who in the organisation is authorised to make bookings 

Forms of payments that they would use 
 
Traveller details: 

 Preferred suppliers 
 What loyalty cards they hold (and membership numbers) 
 Any special requests traveller might have 
 Passport and visa requirements 
 Next of kin and emergency contact details 

 
A TMC would use the information contained within a Customer Profile to ensure that the service 
they are offering is in line with the company requirements and the individual traveller needs.  The 
information would be collected once and then used (or at the very most, reconfirmed) at each 
booking to ensure that the traveller and the company are both happy with the booking being 
made.  If done correctly, the sales consultant would be able to use this information to offer a 
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personalised service (or at least make it seem personalised) and use it to build up a relationship 
with the traveller. 
 
The advantages of using customer profiles are that it would make booking quicker (for the 
customer and the TMC) as all the information is stored in the Customer Relationship Management 
System and can be ported across with minimal effort.  It would also help with customer 
satisfaction as they would be more likely to get the things that they like (for example, window 
seats, near the front of the plane or for the booking agent to know that they like to have their 
airport parking in a particular car park).  This is a positive thing for the booking agent to know as it 
ensures that travellers are looked after and, as it saves time, the transactions can be smooth and 
trouble free. 
 
The disadvantages of using customer profiles could include a few things, however, the main 
issues are that booking agents might forget (or choose not to) check whether the information 
held is current and still accurate – and, if this information has been recorded incorrectly in the 
first place, it could lead to problems/issues being repeated when booking the client again in the 
future.  Additionally, unless used confidently and well, the use of a profile might make it seem like 
it is a sanitised processes and lose the personalised service element as the client might feel that 
they are being treated like a number rather than an individual.  However, on the flip side of this, if 
a booking agent fails to use the profile with someone who is particularly busy and who might 
want the transaction to be completed quickly then they might also lead to these being unhappy 
about the service and make them think about moving to another agency for their travel bookings. 
 
There is no simple right or wrong answer when it comes to using customer profiles, however, 
what the booking agent needs to ensure that they do is use the profiles in the right way for their 
customers and ensure that all the benefits of using them are extenuated and the negatives 
mitigated against.  It is difficult to do, but the experienced, successful booking agents do this 
seamlessly. 

Test spec reference: 322-1.1/1.2 Total marks: 15 Marks 

 

7 
Describe the rules and options available when booking published airfares. 
 
Answer: 

 Can the reservations be changed 
 Are the fares refundable 
 Is there a min/ max stay requirement 
 Is there an advance purchase requirement 
 Class of travel 
 Restriction to fares 

 
1 mark per description to a maximum of 4 marks. 

Test spec reference: 323-2.1 Total marks: 4 Marks 

 

8 
Analyse the air and rail options for a business traveller from London to Paris, considering the 
advantages and disadvantages of each option. 
 
Answer: 
From London to Paris it would be possible to fly and it would also be possible to take the train. 
 
The cost of these are very similar so that would not really make too much difference to the overall 
decision.  However, these could be some deciding factors which would need to be considered: 
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• Convenience: the train services leave from central London and regularly (approximately 
every hour) and the check-in time is limited to 30 minutes before travel.  This means it is possible 
for customers to use this service from the city centre and save their travel time to the airport and 
then not waste time waiting in the terminal.  Additionally, the train arrives in the centre of Paris.  
Whereas, when travelling by air, the customer would need to get to the airport (which if they are 
not travelling from London City it would be out of the city and take some time to do) and then 
they would need to check-in, pass through security and wait for their service.  Additionally, they 
have to travel in to Paris from the airport. 
• Frequent traveller:  There are reward schemes on offer by airlines and this is attractive to 
some travellers – additionally, it is something that they hope feels good to do.  There is nothing 
(currently) available for frequent rail travellers. 
• Time:  The flight time is about an hour (maybe just over) and when you factor in the wait 
time after check-in (approximately one and a half hours) plus the transfer time from the airport 
(approximately 30 minutes) you would be looking at a total travel time of about 3 hours.  When 
travelling by train you would have a journey time of 2 hours 30 minutes, plus the waiting time 
after check in (approximately 30 minutes) and this would make the total journey time similar. 
 
The best option would be down to the individual and their preferences – as there would not 
necessarily be a clear best option. 
 

Test spec reference: 323-2.1/2.2 Total marks: 6 Marks 

 

9 

Describe how sales agents can ensure that they are able to meet the needs of customers 
travelling by rail in the UK and internationally. 
 
Answer: 
The simple way that sales agents can ensure that they have met the needs of customers is by 
asking them directly and responding to the feedback, however, they should also try to be 
proactive and listen to what the customer is saying as part of the consultation.  Specifically to rail 
enquires, they should be able to meet the needs of clients by looking at the range of options 
available and they should consider the length of travel time vs airport wait time, the class of 
service available and the price of the services. 
 

Test spec reference: 324-2.3 Total marks: 2 Marks 

 

10 
a) Describe the key characteristics of different accommodation options and show how these 

appeal to different customer types 
 
b) Explain why it is important that a sales agent understands the different rates available to use 

when booking accommodation for business travellers.  
 
Answer: 
a) The key characteristics of accommodation that need to be considered include the number of 
rooms (and therefore the amount of noise/traffic that the hotel would potentially have) which 
would indicate the size of the hotel, the range of facilities available to customers (such as 
restaurants, business centres, conference facilities) as these would mean that business travellers 
could visit the hotel and complete all necessary tasks, the location of the hotel (and therefore, 
how close it is to key business interests of the town/city) so business travellers can save time.  
Additionally, there is a need to understand the range of leisure services that are on offer to 
customers to use after their business has been completed so that they can relax. 
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b) It is important that the sales agent understands the different rates available because that way 
they ensure that they are able to secure the best rate to meet the needs of their customers.  For 
example, if the best available rate is a non-changable, non-refundable rate but the plans of the 
client often change last minute there is a risk that the client might end up paying for something 
that they wouldn't use, whereas, the alternatives might be "rack rates" which are the most 
expensive rates available. 
 

Test spec reference: 324-3.1 Total marks: 3 Marks 

 

11 
Identify four pieces of information needed when booking accommodation for a business traveller. 
 
Answer: 
Students would be able to list any of the following: 

 Locations 
 Rate to pay 
 Number of rooms in the hotel 
 Types of private facilities in the hotel 
 Public facilities 
 Business and conference facilities 
 Cancellation policy. 

Test spec reference: 324-3.2 Total marks: 2 Marks 

 

12 

Evaluate the information a sales agent should present to business travellers about the 
accommodation that has been booked for them and why sharing this information is useful. 
 
Answer: 
There would an expectation that a sales agent would provide a business traveller with 
information about their accommodation - such as the price, the location and the room type - this 
information is important to the traveller because it helps inform their decision and their 
expectations about the accommodation.  Also, providing this information in good time (as in 
before travel) allows for the traveller to review the accommodation and provide feedback to the 
booking agent. 
 

Test spec reference: 324-3.2 Total marks: 4 Marks 

 

13 

Describe the different methods of guaranteeing reserved accommodation when making 
reservations for business travellers. 
 
Answer: 
Hotel accommodation can be secured by full payment in advance (normally by credit card online) 
- however, this is less common.  More regularly used methods are "return to agent" which is 
when the accommodation is billed back to the booking agent or "guarantee by credit card" 
which is where the agent gives a credit card number at the time of booking and then the balance 
is settled at the time of check out. 
 

Test spec reference: 324-3.3 Total marks: 2 Marks 
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14   

Explain the differences between the following accommodation payment methods: 
a. Invoice to travel agent 
b. Corporate credit card 

 
Answer: 
The invoice to travel agent option allows for the client to have their invoice settled “on account” 
by the agency who booked the service.   
 
The corporate credit card option requires the client to present a credit card at the time of 
booking in and therefore, this would need to be used to settle the bill. 

Test spec reference: 324-3.4 Total marks: 2 Marks 
 
15 

Explain why it is important to respond to customer preferences when making travel 
arrangements for business travellers. 
 
Answer: 
As business travellers potentially spend a large amount of money on their travel arrangements it 
is important to ensure that they meet the needs so to secure the maximum spend from their 
clients.  The way to do this is to get to know what they like to do when travelling - such as what 
class of seat they like to book, whether they want a window seat or not, whether they like to have 
fast passes through security straight into an airport lounge or whether they like to browse duty 
free.  By building up this level of information about a client (or a profile as they are known) it 
allows for the booking agent to ensure that they are able to cash in on the bookings and look to 
add on valuable, high margin but useful ancillary services which help the client feel supported but 
also generate a large amount of profit for the agency. 
 

Test spec reference: 324-4.2 Total marks: 2 Marks 

 

16 

Explain the importance of TMCs offering ancillary products and services. 
 
Answer: 

 Meets customer needs/ expectations 
 Increases revenue/ profits 
 Retains business from clients 
 Provides ‘wrap around’ support for client 

 
Any 2 explained in details for 6 marks, any three explained with limited detail for 6 marks. 
 

Test spec reference: 320-2.1 Total marks: 6 Marks 

 


